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IPOC Italian Paths of Culture is proud to offer a new printing of this excellent
study, unsurpassed in its depth and significance. The building of a "knowledgebased society" necessarily implicates analysis and criticism of the relationship
between society and techno-scientific innovation. If we maintain that the function
of such innovation ought to be the general enrichment of human existence and
not solely the profit of a few, then relevant discourse cannot be limited to
scientists or politicians. The difficulty, in fact, lies not in discovery but in
discovery's application. What are the ramifications of a discovery or innovation?
What benefits does it bring with it? What world do we seek to build? The ability to
make responsible choices for our planet and for future generations requires us to
construct new forms of democratic debate in which all components of society
have a voice. This study examines these issues and their implications.
This book provides an overview of the application of Corporate Social
Responsibility in businesses and corporations around the world. Primarily based
on real cases, it focuses on different approaches to CSR from a global
perspective. It provides a critique of the “wrong” practices often employed even
by multinational organizations, and highlights the resultant negative effects. On
the other hand the book demonstrates good examples that can help
multinationals or even entire countries to achieve both a better reputation and
increased profitability. “CSR in the Global Business World” is a rich resource of
illustrative cases, serving both as a basis for ongoing research as well as for
teaching purposes at the business school level.
In this innovative book Fabio Folgheraiter presents a systematic introduction to
networking and reflexive practice in social work. The text explores how the
interested parties in social care can acquire a shared power in care planning and
decision making and that when this networking occurs, the efficacy of caring
initiatives increases.
Current and historical examples in the labour movement worldwide have helped
to debunk the myth that workers cannot run production. This volume uses
geographically and historically diverse examples to analyse the challenges and
questions that alternative forms of work present to those involved.
Le piattaforme di crowdfunding sono un nuovo metodo di raccolta fondi che si sta
espandendo, dimostrando di essere validi strumenti di finanziamento per
sostenere iniziative e progetti, a livello nazionale e internazionale. La ricerca, alla
base di questo libro, è il primo studio che analizza, attraverso un’analisi
quantitativa relativa ad un campione di aziende non profit italiane, il fenomeno
del crowdfunding donation based e del personal fundraising e identifica i
meccanismi di funzionamento valutando i risultati e i relativi impatti sull’attività di
raccolta fondi. L’obiettivo del libro è quello di delineare il profilo
dell’organizzazione non profit che svolge crowdfunding e quello del personal
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fundraiser e di definire le modalità per condurre con successo una campagna di
crowdfunding e personal fundraising, in cui la gestione della relazione tra azienda
non profit e personal fundraiser deve essere condotta con flessibilità e fiducia. In
questo contesto la piattaforma si configura come uno strumento di facilitazione
per l’ampliamento della rete del fundraiser, in cui la comunicazione trasparente e
la misurazione dei risultati in tempo reale sono i presupposti per poter attrarre
donatori prospect laddove l’azienda non profit coinvolta è in grado di sviluppare
un legame forte con la comunità di riferimento online ed offline. Il libro presenta,
inoltre, alcuni esempi di imprese che hanno attivato azioni di corporate
crowdfunding.
This volume presents current research on gender and culture from business, management and
accounting perspectives with a multidisciplinary approach. Featuring selected contributions
presented at the 4th IPAZIA Workshop on Gender Studies held at Niccolò Cusano University in
Rome, Italy, this book investigates gender strategies adopted and tested by various companies
and assesses the impact of their subsequent dissemination. The contents are structured into
four sections each of which addressing a specific theme on gender studies as follows: I)
Women in Academia and in the University contexts: A trans-disciplinary approach; II) Gender
issues, Corporate Social Responsibility and reporting; III) Woman in business and female
entrepreneurship; IV) Women in Family Business. The result is a book that provides an
innovative and rigorous analysis of gender issues proposing new challenges and insights in
gender studies. IPAZIA Scientific Observatory for Gender Studies defines an updated
framework of research, services, and projects, all initiatives related to women and gender
relations at the local, national and international. In order to achieve this objective, the
Observatory aims to implement the literature on gender studies, to organize and promote
scientific significant initiatives (workshops, seminars, conferences, studies, scientific
laboratory) on these issues at the national and international level under an interdisciplinary
perspective.
A livello europeo l’espressione youth work si riferisce a un insieme di pratiche socioeducative
rivolte ai giovani in una sfera di confine tra quella informale (famiglia, gruppo dei pari, socialità
online ecc.) e quella formale (scuola, università, formazione professionale ecc.). Soprattutto su
impulso dell’Unione Europea e del Consiglio d’Europa, in Italia si osserva un rinnovato
interesse verso questo settore, denominato animazione socioeducativa giovanile nella
traduzione dei documenti europei. Il libro ripercorre il processo di sviluppo di una comunità di
pratica tra gli operatori di youth work in Europa, per poi esplorare la pluralità di tradizioni e
attori che in Italia si possono far ricadere in questo specifico settore. L’autore, inoltre, traccia
alcune linee di un percorso di riconoscimento istituzionale e di sviluppo professionale
dell’animazione socioeducativa giovanile, oltre a inquadrarla come ambito di ricerca
sociologica e valutativa in relazione al più generale processo di pluralizzazione dei contesti
educativi e formativi.
This book, now in its second edition, provides an in-depth overview of all segments of the
structured finance business, with particular reference to market trends, deal characteristics and
deal structuring. The goal is to assist readers in gaining a clear understanding of the common
features of structured finance transactions. The process of deal structuring for each type of
transaction is carefully analyzed, with extensively updated chapters on asset securitization,
project finance, structured leasing transactions and leveraged acquisitions. In the new edition,
particular attention is paid to novel areas of intervention, such as public–private partnerships
and non-performing loans in the resolution of bank restructuring. Although the subject of much
criticism, structured finance, when used properly, offers an effective solution to the credit
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crunch that many European countries are suffering and is also a way to revive a single capital
market for debt instruments. Readers will find this book to be an illuminating guide to the
business and to the best market practices in organizing transactions. It will be of value for BSc
and MSc finance students, professionals and consultants alike.
The first great artist of the Quattrocento period of the Italian Renaissance, Masaccio would
have an incredible impact on the course of Western art, in spite of his untimely death at the
age of twenty-six. He is noted for his skill in imitating nature, recreating lifelike figures and his
unprecedented use of chiaroscuro and three-dimensionality. Preparing the way for Leonardo
and Michelangelo, Masaccio transformed the direction of Italian painting, moving it away from
the idealisations of Gothic art and favouring the depiction of a more profound, natural and
humanist world. Delphi’s Masters of Art Series presents the world’s first digital e-Art books,
allowing readers to explore the works of great artists in comprehensive detail. This volume
presents Masaccio’s complete works in beautiful detail, with concise introductions, hundreds
of high quality images and the usual Delphi bonus material. (Version 1) * The complete
paintings of Masaccio, fully indexed and arranged in chronological and alphabetical order *
Includes reproductions of rare works * Masolino’s and Filippino Lippi’s contributions to the
celebrated Brancacci Chapel * Features a special ‘Highlights’ section, with concise
introductions to the masterpieces, giving valuable contextual information * Enlarged ‘Detail’
images, allowing you to explore Masaccio’s celebrated works in detail, as featured in
traditional art books * Numerous images in colour – highly recommended for viewing on tablets
and smart phones or as a valuable reference tool on more conventional eReaders * Special
chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the paintings * Easily locate the paintings
you wish to view * Features two bonus biographies, including Vasari’s Life of the artist –
discover Masaccio's world Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of
exciting e-Art books CONTENTS: The Highlights The San Giovenale Triptych Portrait of a
Young Man The Madonna and Child with Saint Anne Madonna with Child and Four Angels
Expulsion of Adam and Eve The Tribute Money The Baptism of the Neophytes Raising of the
Son of Theophilus and Saint Peter Enthroned Saint Peter Healing the Sick with His Shadow
The Distribution of Alms and Death of Ananias The Holy Trinity The Agony in the Garden The
Madonna and Child The Berlin Tondo Saint Jerome and Saint John the Baptist The Paintings
The Complete Paintings Alphabetical List of Paintings The Biographies Life of Masaccio by
Giorgio Vasari Masaccio by Gaston Sortais Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse
through our range of exciting titles or to buy the whole Art series as a Super Set
E-Book speciale, dedicato al 52° Congresso Nazionale UNGDCEC, con i contributi più
significativi pubblicati negli ultimi due anni sulla rivista Cooperative e Enti non profit, inerenti le
tematiche oggetto dei lavori congressuali, per offrire una panoramica il più possibile esaustiva
del terzo settore e della cooperazione, settori che possono aprire nuove opportunità per i
professionisti, sia in termini di mercato, sia in termini di proposta nei confronti dei propri clienti.
E’ sempre più condiviso, infatti, il convincimento che cooperative, mutue, imprese sociali e
associazioni di volontariato possano concretamente contribuire alla ripresa economica, non
solo in termini di produttività, ma anche di creazione di occupazione e di risposta alle esigenze
dei servizi alla persona (sociali, sanitari ed educativi), alle comunità (gestione delle risorse
idriche, smaltimento rifiuti, produzione di energia da fonti rinnovabili, trasporti locali).
STRUTTURA - Finanza cooperativa e del terzo settore - Coop e non profit come strumento
anticrisi - Start up e la forma cooperativa - Associazioni sportive dilettantistiche (accertamento)
- Gestione - Impresa sociale - Valorizzazione del terzo settore - Vigilanza e sanzioni nelle coop
Il museo non può più essere considerato solo un contenitore per beni culturali di alto interesse
storico-artistico, ma un’istituzione didattica che deve rispondere alle nuove esigenze di
pubblici sempre più ampi e diversificati. La struttura museale si apre a nuove strategie di
coinvolgimento, a inedite modalità di interazione e a offerte culturali sempre più orientate alla
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fidelizzazione. Il divertimento, la socializzazione, l’interazione con i diversi mondi della
conoscenza, la divulgazione delle collezioni con un approccio interdisciplinare e l’autofinanziamento diventano elementi imprescindibili. Il museo diventa impresa entrando nel
mercato delle aziende private e del tempo libero delle persone.
This book focuses on the referendums against water privatization in Italy and explores how
activists took to social media, ultimately convincing twenty-seven million citizens to vote.
Investigating the relationship between social movements and internet-related activism during
complex campaigns, this book examines how a technological evolution -- the increased
relevance of social media platforms -- affected in very different ways organizations with
divergent characteristics, promoting at the same time decentralized communication practices,
and new ways of coordinating dispersed communities of people. Matteo Cernison combines
and adapts a wide set of methods, from social network analysis to digital ethnography, in order
to explore in detail how digital activism and face-to-face initiatives interact and overlap. He
argues that the geographical scale of actions, the role played by external media professionals,
and the activists' perceptions of digital technologies are key elements that contribute in a
significant way to shape the very different communication practices often described as online
activism.
Solid waste management affects every person in the world. By 2050, the world is expected to
increase waste generation by 70 percent, from 2.01 billion tonnes of waste in 2016 to 3.40
billion tonnes of waste annually. Individuals and governments make decisions about
consumption and waste management that affect the daily health, productivity, and cleanliness
of communities. Poorly managed waste is contaminating the world’s oceans, clogging drains
and causing flooding, transmitting diseases, increasing respiratory problems, harming animals
that consume waste unknowingly, and affecting economic development. Unmanaged and
improperly managed waste from decades of economic growth requires urgent action at all
levels of society. What a Waste 2.0: A Global Snapshot of Solid Waste Management to 2050
aggregates extensive solid aste data at the national and urban levels. It estimates and projects
waste generation to 2030 and 2050. Beyond the core data metrics from waste generation to
disposal, the report provides information on waste management costs, revenues, and tariffs;
special wastes; regulations; public communication; administrative and operational models; and
the informal sector. Solid waste management accounts for approximately 20 percent of
municipal budgets in low-income countries and 10 percent of municipal budgets in middleincome countries, on average. Waste management is often under the jurisdiction of local
authorities facing competing priorities and limited resources and capacities in planning,
contract management, and operational monitoring. These factors make sustainable waste
management a complicated proposition; most low- and middle-income countries, and their
respective cities, are struggling to address these challenges. Waste management data are
critical to creating policy and planning for local contexts. Understanding how much waste is
generated—especially with rapid urbanization and population growth—as well as the types of
waste generated helps local governments to select appropriate management methods and
plan for future demand. It allows governments to design a system with a suitable number of
vehicles, establish efficient routes, set targets for diversion of waste, track progress, and adapt
as consumption patterns change. With accurate data, governments can realistically allocate
resources, assess relevant technologies, and consider strategic partners for service provision,
such as the private sector or nongovernmental organizations. What a Waste 2.0: A Global
Snapshot of Solid Waste Management to 2050 provides the most up-to-date information
available to empower citizens and governments around the world to effectively address the
pressing global crisis of waste. Additional information is available at
http://www.worldbank.org/what-a-waste.
This multidisciplinary collection of essays by leading international scholars explores many
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pressing issues related to global crime. The book opens with essays that look across this
diverse terrain and then moves on to consider specific areas including organised crime, cybercrime, war-crimes, terrorism, state and private violence, riots and political protest, prisons,
sport and crime and counterfeit goods. The book emphasises the centrality of crime to the
contemporary global world and mobilises diverse disciplinary positions to help understand and
address this.
UNWTO Tourism Towards 2030 is a broad research project in continuation of UNWTOs work
in the area of long-term forecasting initiated in the 1990s and aims at providing a global
reference on tourism future development. Following the long-term forecast series of reports
Tourism 2020 Vision, the Tourism Towards 2030 - Global Overview report updates
international tourism projections through 2030. Central in the study are the projections for
international tourism flows in the two decades 2010-2030, with as basis data series on
international tourist arrivals as reported by destination countries for the period 1980-2010,
taking into account subregion of destination, region of origin, mode of transport and purpose of
visit.
For hospital governance to be effective, it must incorporate two powerful and well-developed
lines of health sector logic: on the one hand, national health policy and objectives; on the other,
operational hospital management. One sphere is political, the other is technical. One is
subjective and value-based, the other is objective, with performance that can be measured
both clinically and financially. The challenge for hospital-level governance is to integrate these
two disparate logics into a coherent and effective institutional-level strategy. This study
explores key developments in public hospital governance in Europe. In doing so, it highlights
the central role of hospital-level decision-making and how it is shaped by the various
participants and stakeholders. In particular, it examines the degree to which granting an
individual hospital the ability to make its own strategic, financial and clinical decisions--to
become semi-autonomous within the public sector--may improve institutional-level functioning
and outcomes. In the initial chapters of this study, we draw on a substantial body of literature in
a number of related health policy, public management and institutional governance arenas.
How these different concepts might apply to public hospitals is the subject of considerable
discussion here. It is in the interface of these differing conceptual approaches, with the
evidence and experience seen in the eight country cases, that we catch a glimpse of the future
of public hospital governance in Europe. We hope that this study can serve as a solid
conceptual and practical contribution to future quantitative as well as qualitative research on
this important subject.
Media Activism in the Digital Age captures an exciting moment in the evolution of media
activism studies and offers an invaluable guide to this vibrant and evolving field of research.
Victor Pickard and Guobin Yang have assembled essays by leading scholars and activists to
provide case studies of feminist, technological, and political interventions during different
historical periods and at local, national, and global levels. Looking at the underlying theories,
histories, politics, ideologies, tactics, strategies, and aesthetics, the book takes an expansive
view of media activism. It explores how varieties of activism are mediated through
communication technologies, how activists deploy strategies for changing the structures of
media systems, and how governments and corporations seek to police media activism. From
memes to zines, hacktivism to artivism, this volume considers activist practices involving both
older kinds of media and newer digital, social, and network-based forms. Media Activism in the
Digital Age provides a useful cross-section of this growing field for both students and
researchers.

First published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Internationally acclaimed fundraising consultant Ken Burnett hascompletely revised and
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updated his classic book RelationshipFundraising to offer fundraising professionals an
invaluableresource for learning the techniques of effective communicationwith donors in
the twenty-first century. Filled with illustrativecase histories, donor profiles, and more
than two hundred actionpoints, this groundbreaking book shows fundraisers how to
Implement creative approaches to relationship-buildingfundraising Avoid common
fundraising errors and pitfalls Apply the vital ingredients for fundraising success Build
good relationships through marketing Achieve a greater understanding of their donors
Communicate effectively with donors--using direct mail, thepress, television, the
telephone, face-to-face contact, andmore. Prepare for the challenges of twenty-first
centuryfundraising
The names of Masaccio (1401-28) and Masolino (1383-1440) are inseparable, and their
collaboration is an essential starting point for the study of either artist. Masaccio's Holy
Trinity and the recently cleaned collaborative frescos in the Brancacci Chapel in
Florence are key works in the development of Western art. Paul Joannides' catalogue
raisonné forms a uniquely authoritative and perfectly up-to-date study of the total
oeuvre of both artists. Composed with lucidity and richly illustrated, it makes accessible
to all lovers of art - from the connoisseur to the casual reader - some of the greatest
paintings of the early Renaissance, and most momentous works of Western painting.
US-Mexico border region area has unique social, demographic and policy forces at
work that shape the health of its residents as well as serves as a microcosm of
migration health challenges facing an increasingly mobile and globalized world. This
region reflects the largest migratory flow between any two nations in the world. Data
from the Pew Research Center shows over the last 25 years there has never been
lower than 140,000 annual immigrants from Mexico to the United States (with peaks
over 700,000). This migratory route is extremely hazardous due to natural (e.g., arid
and hot desert regions) and human made barriers as well as border enforcement
practices tied to socio-political and geopolitical pressures. Also, reflecting the national
interdependency of public health and human services needs, during the most recent
five year period surveyed the migratory flow between the US and Mexico has equaled
that of the flow of Mexico to the US--both around 1.4 million persons. Of particular
public health concern, within the US-Mexico region of both nations there is among the
highest disparities in income, education, infrastructure and access to health
care--factors within the World Health Organization’s conceptualization of the Social
Determinants of Health, and among the highest rates of chronic disease. For instance
obesity and diabetes rates in this region are among the highest of those monitored in
the world, with adult population estimates of the former over 40% and estimates in
some population sub-groups for the latter over 20%. The publications reflected in this
Research Topic, all reviewed from experts in the field, addressed many of the public
health issues in the US Mexico Border Health Commission’s Healthy Border 2020
objectives. Those objectives-- broad public health goals used to guide a diverse range
of government, research and community-based stakeholders--include Non
Communicable Diseases (including adult and childhood obesity-related ones; cancer),
Infectious Diseases (e.g., tuberculosis; HIV; emerging diseases--particularly mosquito
borne illnesses), Maternal and Child Health, Mental Health Disorders, and Motor
Vehicle Accidents. Other relevant public health issues affecting this region, for example
environmental health, binational health services coordination (e.g., immunization), the
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impact of migration throughout the Americas and globally in this region, health issues
related to the physical climate, access to quality health care,
discrimination/mistreatment and well-being, acculturative/immigration stress, violence,
substance use/abuse, oral health, respiratory disease, and well-being from a social
determinants of health framework, are critical areas addressed in these publications or
for future research. Each of these Research Topic publications presented applied
solutions (e.g., new programs, technology or infrastructure) and/or public health policy
recommendations relevant to each public health challenge addressed.
Gardeners learn how to design beautiful naturalistic gardens that can adapt to the
changing needs of perennials, trees, shrubs and the changing landscape.
Superimposed images show the growth of a designed landscape over time.
1060.162

365.879
Rosso's essential guide for every successful fund raiser--covering the key
elements of fund raising and explaining the profession's major principles,
concepts, and techniques.
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